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Fig. I-Detection of aircraft flying in rain. (a) Output of a 
conventional MTI radar taken with a 5-min exposure. The 
aircraft flying within the rain echoes is obscured. (b) Output 
of moving target detector (MTD). The screen is free of rain 
clutter and the overall track of the aircraft is clearly deline- 
ated. Because only one display was available, the photo- 
graphs were made sequentially. 

[9, 101. Figure 1 gives a qualitative illustration of 
the superiority of MTD over MTI in detecting 
aircraft flying in rain. 

MTD and the weather channel used in ASR- 
9 represent a significant improvement in pri- 
mary-radar technology. The FAA is installing 
ASR-9 systems at more than 100 major airports 
in the United States (Fig. 2). This article first 
delineates the primary-radar requirements for 
aircraft and weather surveillance. Next, MTD is 
described and the system's test results are dis- 
cussed. Finally, we comment on possible future 
enhancements to the MTD concept. 

Performance Requirements for 
Airport Primary Radars 

Table 1 gives the performance requirements 
of an airport primary radar. The requirements, 
which are embodied in our current MTD model, 
place extreme demands on primary-radar per- 
formance. It is essential that a primary radar 

reject ground clutter by at least 40 dB, 
continue to perform in the presence of rain, 
adapt to limit the false-target reports gen- 
erated by birds and vehicular traffic such 
as automobiles and trucks, and 
eliminate any additional clutter break- 
through by means of scan-to-scan pro- 
cessing. 

Moving Target Detector 

The main improvements of MTD over its 
predecessor, MTI, are that MTD performs clutter 
mitigation by means of digital Doppler filter 
processing and the use of false-alarm-rate 
thresholds. Other adaptive features of MTD 
eliminate bird echoes and vehicular traffic. The 
overall processing reduces the output to tele- 
phone-line bandwidth. 

Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the MTD 
system, which includes a dual fan-beam eleva- 
tion antenna (Fig. 4). Transmission takes place 
through the lower beam. The upper beam re- 
ceives echoes at close range, which reduces the 
strength of the echoes that result from ground 
clutter. The lower beam is used for distant 
targets; its minus 3-dB point is typically di- 
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Fig. 2-Planned ASR-9 installations in the United States. 

rected toward the horizon. to circular polarization. By doing so, the sensor 
Although the antenna normally both radiates achieves an additional 12 to 20 dB of precipita- 

and receives vertical polarization, whenever tion-echo rejection. During the time that circu- 
there is heavy precipitation over a significant lar polarization is used, weather signals are 
portion of the coverage area, the radar switches derived from the orthogonal-polarization ports 

- ' 2 .  . !:-'2-,-',? 

Maximum range ='60 nmi. 
Altitude coverage = 0 ft to 25,000 ft. 
Update rate = 4.8 s. 
Probability of detecting a small aircraft = 0.9. 
False-alarm rate at the output of a tracking filter = 1 per scan. 
False-alarm rate at the output of the correlation and interpolation filter = 20 per scan. 
Range accuracy = 1/32 of a nautical mile with a 2004 rms. 
Azimuth accuracy = 0.1 6" rms. 
Capacity = 400 aircraft distributed nonuniformly in azimuth. 
Weather reporting: six National Weather Service (NWS) levels are available for 
pairwise selection by the air traffic controller. 
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Fig. 3- MTD-11 block diagram. 

of the antenna. Meanwhile, the target signals 
are received through the same ports of the 
antenna that are used when linear polarization 
is radiated. Multiple-channel rotary joints carry 
the information of the received signals to the 
processing units, which are located in a shelter 
at the base of the antenna tower. During opera- 
tion with circular polarization, a switch located 
on the antenna selects either the weather-chan- 
nel upper or lower beam. The signal from the 
selected beam is then passed through a single 
rotating joint to the weather-channel receiver. 

Signals for target detection pass from the 
antenna through a sensitivity time control and 
a low-noise amplifier. After the signals are 
heterodyned to an intermediate frequency, 
they are translated to baseband at the output of 
a linear receiver. This step provides in- 
phase and quadrature video signals, which A/D 
converters sample. 

There are two coherent processing intervals 
(CPI) for each beam dwell, and each beam dwell 
commences in synchronism with a bearing 
pulse from the shaft encoder that reports the 
antenna's position. In the case of ASR-9, the 
individual CPIs in the CPI pair use 8 and 10 
pulses, respectively, with a nominal average 
pulse-repetition frequency (PRF) of 1,000 Hz 
and a nine-to-seven ratio between the two 
CPIs. Fill pulses account for variations in the 
angular rate of the antenna that result from 
wind effects. 

For each of the 8 or 10 CPI periods, the pro- 

cessor's input memories store the signals for 
the 960 range gates, which span 60 nmi. The 
processor then performs saturation and inter- 
ference testing of the digital signals, followed 
by Doppler filtering and thresholding. Finally, 
range, azimuth, Doppler amplitude, and quality 
values are delivered for the targets in the range 
cells that contain detections. (A quality value 
[ll] indicates the expected azimuth estimate 
error.) A detection occurs whenever a threshold 
is crossed in a particular range cell of roughly 
150 m. The detections are then correlated and 
interpolated; i.e., the reports are correlated and 
centroids are found for the range and azimuth 
measurements. After the reports are subjected 
to additional criteria for false-alarm rejection, 
they are passed to a scan-to-scan correlator 
that reduces the output false-alarm rate to 
about one per scan. 

The MTD Processor 

The MTD processor performs several func- 
tions: signal processing, thresholding, post- 
detection processing, area thresholding, and 
scan- to-scan correlation. 

Signal Processing 

MTD's central functional element is a set of 
Doppler filters, typically 8 or 10 for each range 
cell or sample. The output of the filters are all 
individually subjected to thresholds [ 1, 121. The 
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input to the filters is derived from the output of either 8 or 10 samples of 12-bit words to improve 
the quadrature video detectors, which are the system's detection at ranges affected by 
sampled by two 12-bit A/D converters operating ground clutter. Optimum filter characteristics 
at a rate of 1 MHz. For each 4.8-s revolution of were obtained by making the time span of the 
the radar antenna, there are 256 azimuth beam CPIs equal; i.e., 8 pulses were used at a low 
dwells, each of which contains two CPIs. For repetition rate and 10 pulses were used at  a 
each CPI, 960 range cells are processed. Thus, high repetition rate. 
after every revolution of the antenna, more than 
4 million Doppler filters are formed. The output 
signals of the Doppler filters are examined 
by the signal processor, which uses threshold 
criteria appropriate to the desired false-alarm 
rate and to the locations of the signals rela- 
tive to several factors: ground clutter, precipi- 
tation echoes, and the number of bird echoes 
encountered. 

To obtain acceptable performance in condi- 
tions of rain- and ground-clutter interference, 
the developmental model of MTD used a set of 
eight finite impulse-response filters for each 
range cell. Two pulse-repetition intervals were 
used to prevent the masking that occurs when 
rain clutter obscures a target. (Masking can also 
result when the target Doppler frequency is a 
near integer multiple of the PFW.) 

As noted, the filter design in ASR-9 employs 

Fig. 4- ASR-9 antenna. Networks used to change the an- 
tenna's polarization from linear vertical to circular have 
been installed adjacent to the two feed horns that form the 
upper and lower beams. (Photo courtesy of Westinghouse 
Electric.) 

Thres holding 

Primitive target reports are declared from the 
output of the filters after the data are subjected 
to certain thresholds. (The targets are called 
primitive because they have not yet been asso- 
ciated with other criteria.) 

The output of the zero-velocity filter is sub- 
jected to a threshold value equal to the single- 
pole average of the clutter values that were 
observed in the subject range cell over 10 to 20 
scans. The values are updated every other scan. 
The thresholding processor uses a multiplier to 
attain a false-alarm rate on the order of 

A sliding-window, constant false-alarm rate 
(CFAR) threshold is used to determine the range 
thresholds for the nonzero-Doppler-velocity 
filters. The CFAR processor calculates a thresh- 
old by averaging the six cells preceding and 
seven cells following an interval that includes 
the range cell under test and the two adjacent 
cells immediately preceding and following that 
range cell. (Thus the total window, which is ap- 
proximately 1 nmi long, includes 16 range cells.) 
Appropriate adjustment is made to achieve a 

false-alarm rate. In range cells affected by 
severe ground clutter, the CFAR threshold is 
increased by a fraction of the zero-filter output. 
The goal of the CFAR processor is to achieve a 
rate of 60 to 100 false alarms per scan. 

To improve the system's ability to distinguish 
between two neighboring targets with similar 
Doppler velocities, ASR-9 uses a more sophisti- 
cated algorithm than the original version of 
MTD. (Whenever targets were separated by less 
than 0.5 nmi, the MTD-I1 algorithm had a low 
probability of resolving them [ 11 .) In determining 
the interference level used for the threshold, the 
ASR-9 CFAR algorithm eliminates the three 
strongest samples within the CFAR window. A 
greater of criterion is also employed to choose 
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between the interference power of the preceding 
and following groups of range cells adjacent 
to the cell under test. Analysis indicates that 
this algorithm, which Westinghouse Electric 
Corp. developed, can resolve targets as close as 
0.25 nrni. 

Post-Detection Processing 

Using post-detection processing, we can re- 
duce the aforementioned false-alarm rate to 
one false alarm per scan when averaged over a 
10-scan interval. In post-detection process- 
ing, thresholded target reports are subjected 
to additional filtering. The filtering removes 
ground clutter that exceeds the design charac- 
teristics of the filter bank. A high-spatial-resolu- 
tion map (0.25 nmi x 2.8") is employed to select 
the appropriate thresholdvalues: for the ground 
clutter, a Doppler weighting that corresponds to 
the scanning modulation; and, for the ground 
traffic, a flat-topped Doppler weighting. After 
this operation is completed, the reports are 
correlated and interpolated. 

In MTD, targets are grouped in accordance 
with their spatial adjacency (Fig. 5). The cen- 
troids of the different groups are then calculated 
from a center-of-mass estimation (first moment 
weighted by amplitude). Each centroided target 
report is given a quality value: an integer ranging 
from 0 to 3 that indicates the number of detec- 
tions that were made as the antenna scanned 
past the target. A high quality value corresponds 
to a greater number of detections. The MTD 
tracker uses a target's qualityvalue as  one of the 
criteria in deciding whether the target should be 
ignored, entered to update a track, or pursued to 
initiate a new track during the next scan. 

The ASR-9 design enhances azimuth resolu- 
tion by employing a beam-matching algo- 
rithm. When a run of reports extends beyond 
two beamwidths, ASR-9 compares the ampli- 
tude data with a pattern that a large single 
target would produce. A substantial differ- 
ence between the amplitude data and the 
expected pattern implies the existence of two 
targets in close azimuthal proximity [ 11. 
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Fig. 5-Targets are grouped in accordance with their spa- 
tial adjacency. The centroids of the target groups are then 
calculated and plotted (shown as xs). 

Area  Thresholding 

The sensitivity of MTD-I1 permits the detec- 
tion of birds and insect targets that have mean 
cross sections of approximately 0.003 m2 and 
effective radar-backscattering cross sections as 
small as 0.00 1 m2. In comparison, aircraft tar- 
gets have apparent mean cross sections of 1 m2. 
Figure 6 gives an example of the distributions of 
these two types of populations, as observed in 
Burlington, Vt. [ 121. In the figure, the two popu- 
lation types in the region between - 10 dBsm and 
0 dBsm overlap. Because of the overlap, it is 
impossible to determine unequivocally whether 
a single report is due to an aircraft or a bird on 
the basis of amplitude information only. 

The area-thresholding process reduces the 
effects of bird populations by limiting the false- 
alarm rate to a fixed maximum value that has as 
small an effect on the detection rate as possible. 
The threshold is set by integrating reports for the 
time necessary to obtain an accurate estimate of 
low cross-section target detections. If the count 
exceeds a nominal value of 60 false alarms per 
scan over the coverage area, the area-threshold- 
ing processor raises the thresholds. 

The tendency of bird flocks to take to the air 
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en masse and our desire to accumulate repre- 
sentative and stable target statistics require the 
use of two filters in MTD-11's area-thresholding 
processor. The first filter integrates over 200 s 
with approximately 16 mi2 x 3-Doppler-bin reso- 
lution. The second filter integrates over 5 s and 
covers within 20 mi of the radar and within 3 
Doppler bins. The two-filter combination miti- 
gates, on a localized basis, the effects of long- 
lasting bird flights. At the same time, the filter 
combination can respond quickly to cope with 
the sudden flight of a flock of birds. Figure 7(a) 
and (b) give an example of the effectiveness of 
MTD-11's adaptive thresholding in coping with 
echoes from birds. Figure 7(a) gives an example 
of bird echoes that were observed prior to area 
thresholding. The effectiveness of MTD-11's area 
thresholding in coping with bird echoes is illus- 
trated in Fig. 7(b). 

tracking filter removes those targets or false 
alarms which do not have a scan-to-scan re- 
lationship appropriate to the projected 
position of an aircraft target. 

The tracking algorithm initially associates a 
track with a target on the basis of the target's 
normalized error distance fi-om its predicted 
position. Targets associated for two scans are 
transmitted to the display. The quality value 
carried by a target report is used to determine 
the amount of smoothing done by the tracker's 
azimuth-predicting algorithm. After three con- 
secutive scans, a track that is not matched with 
a target is dropped. Unmatched targets are 
retained for one scan so that they can help 
initiate new tracks. Although the tracking pro- 
cessor does not place a low-velocity limit on the 
tracks, MTD-I1 suppresses targets that correlate 
with tracks but that never move more than 
0.25 mi from their initial track positions. This 

Scan-to-Scan Correlation ('Racking) feature is optional in ASR-9. 
The result of MTD-11's overall surveillance 

Targets that ~assthearea-thresholding processing is the generation of output reports on 
ria are then subjected to a tracking filter. The more than 98% of aircraft-target detections 

-30 -20 -1 0 0 

Target Cross Section (dBsm) lo 1 
Fig. 6-Cross-section population densities for aircraft and 
birds (Burlington, Vt.). There is an overlap of the two 
populations in the region between -1 0 and 0 dBsm. 
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while the processing limits the false-alarm rate 
to less than one false alarm per scan under 
nominal conditions. 

Performance 

In 1975 a hard-wired version of MTD was 
evaluated at the FAA Test Center in Atlantic 
City, N.J. The tests demonstrated the efficacy of 
the MTD concept but led to the conclusion that 
a programmable processor was necessary to 
facilitate maintenance and the adjustment of 
site-variable parameters. (The parameters are 
required to mitigate the effects of site-specific 
conditions that lead to false alarrns, e.g., bird 
clutter, road traffic, and the presence of physical 
objects such as buildings and hills.) Conse- 
quently, a PMP-based version, the MTD-11, was 
assembled and tested at two locations: the FAA 
Test Center, which presented a challenging 
bird-clutter environment; and the site at the 
Burlington, Vt., airport, which provided ex- 
tremely high clutter conditions. Subsequently, 
Westinghouse Electric Corp., under contract to 
the FAA, manufactured the ASR-9, which uti- 
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of Burlington. Figure 8(a) shows the cumulative 
reports before MTD tracker processing and Fig. 
8(b) shows the same data after tracker process- 
ing. The false-alarm rate was typically less than 
one per scan and rose to less than 10 per scan 
under adverse conditions, e.g., 

Fig. 7- Bird-echo processing, (a) Radar data before area 
thresholding. (b) Area thresholding removes undesirable 
bird echoes. The plots each represent an area of 20 nmi 
by 20 nmi. 

lizes contemporary signal processing technolo- 
gy and a special-purpose tracking processor 
that was derived from the PMP. The salient 
results of Lincoln Laboratory tests of MTD and 
Westinghouse tests of ASR-9 follow. 

Figure 8 gives an example of MTD perfonn- 
ance in the intense ground-clutter environment 

(nmi) East of Site 

Fig. 8-An example of the tracker-processor stage of 
MTD-11. (a) Cumulative reports before trackerprocessing. 
The 100-scan plot, which constitutes eight minutes of 
radar data, illustrates the typical traffic present at the 
Burlington, Vt., airport. (b) Cumulative reports after tracker 
processing. MTD-I1 was able to achieve a false-alarm rate 
of less than one false alarm per scan. Under adverse 
conditions, a rate of less than 10 false alarms per scan is 
achievable. 
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birds were visible. 
Figure 9 presents the tracker record of a small 

general-aviation aircraft whose backscattering 
cross section ranged from -3 dBsm to +8 dBsm 
[lo]. The aircraft deliberately flew over large am- 
plitude clutter to the southeast of Burlington, a 
region where clutter in range cells that exceeded 
70 dB existed. Under such adverse conditions, 
MTD could not detect the target because of 
limitations imposed by the radar system stabil- 
ity. For traffic normally encountered in the area, 
however, the system's detection of targets was 
greater than 94%. 

The one-standard-deviation azimuth error of 
MTD-I1 as  well as of ASR-9 was measured to be 
0.13". The one-standard-deviation range error 
was measured to be 100 ft [12]. 

The first production model of ASR-9 was 
installed at Huntsville, Ala. The system, which 
has undergone extensive site adaptation and 
performance evaluation, was commissioned 

into operational service on 2 May 1989. The 
Huntsville site has a relatively benign ground- 
clutter environment. However, the location of 
the site is such that ground vehicular traffic 
from a number of roads is visible to the radar. As 
a result, maps of the visible roads had to be 
generated so that ASR-9 could use the informa- 
tion in editing the radar data. 

The performance of the Huntsville ASR-9 
represents a quantum improvement over exist- 
ing digital radar target-detection systems. Fig- 
ure 10, a plot of the output of ASR-9 for a period 
of about three minutes, includes the target 
detections of the Air Traffic Control Radar Bea- 
con System (ATCRBS) for the same time period. 
As can be seen from the figure, the two systems 
have different strengths. Due to its elevation- 
beam pattern, ASR-9 is prone to losing targets at  
high elevation angles (> 45") and short ranges 
(< 2 nmi). At longer ranges, however, ASR-9 can 
in many cases exceed the detection probability 

Fig. 9--(a) Hills surrounding the airport in Burlington, Vt., result in intense ground clutter. (b) 
The tracker output, obtained from a Cessna- 1 72 flight test taken in the vicinity, demonstrates 
MTD-11's high probability of detection in a challenging environment. The probability 
detection for the 1 -h track of the 3-dBsm target was 0.94. 
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of the beacon system, particularly in situations 
in which an aircraft's beacon antenna is 
shielded from interrogation. 

Figure 10, which shows the ASR-9 operating 
with a false-alarm rate at or better than the 
system's designed rate of 1 false alann per 
4.7-s radar scan, demonstrates a target-detec- 
tion capability on the same order as  the beacon 
system. That is, during the test ASR-9 had a 
detection probability that exceeded 95% for the 
aircraft in the nominal coverage region. Because 
of ASR-9's low false-alarm rate, the integration 
of primary and beacon sensors is possible. Such 
integration provides near-perfect target-detec- 
tion performance. 

However, nominal conditions for radar obser- 
vation do not occur every day. For example, 
environmental variables such as  anomalous 
radar propagation due to extremes in the verti- 
cal atmospheric temperature and moisture 
profiles do occur. Small-scale weather echoes 

Fig. 10-The performance of the Huntsville, Ala., ASR-9 
radar as compared to the transponder-based Air Traffic 
Control Radar Beacon System (A TCRBS). This figure 
presents 30 radar scans of data. Targets detected by both 
ASR-9 andA TCRBS are plotted in green, targets detected 
only by ASR-9 are shown in yellow, and targets detected 
only by ATCRBS are depicted in red. Range rings are 
drawn at 10-nmi inten~als. 

also contribute to the number of false target 
reports. The ASR-9 radar, which is designed 
to adapt to difficult environments, should pro- 
duce no more than 10 false reports per scan 
even under extreme conditions. To date, experi- 
ence in Huntsville has supported this level of 
performance. 

Weather Channel 

A digital weather channel in ASR-9 supplants 
the wideband-video qualitative rendering of 
storm intensity that existed in the earlier airport 
primary radars. The weather channel provides 
superior performance by producing smooth, 
stable contours of storm intensity. Unlike the 
weather data produced by MTI, the ASR-9 con- 
tours are not biased by the following factors: the 
sensor's circuitry, circular polarization, an- 
tenna high-low beam selection, and sensitivity 
time control. In ASR-9, a programmable range- 
dependent threshold compensates for the above 
factors and reduces the estimate bias that oc- 
curs from the partial filling of the radar beam by 
the vertical extent of the storm. A set of four 
filters effectively eliminates ground clutter. The 
attenuating effect of these filters on storm ech- 
oes that have low radial velocities is mitigated by 
a ground-clutter map that was made on a clear 
day. The clear-day map can be used to select, on 
a range-cell-by-range-cell basis, the output of 
the least attenuating filter for each desired 
weather level. Spatial and temporal smoothing 
provides stable contours of precipitation re- 
gions. A brief description of the major functional 
modules follows. 

Figure 11 contains a block diagram of the 
ASR-9 weather processor. (Details of the proces- 
sor's antenna, the RF switching of the received 
signal from the high and low antenna beam, and 
the selection of linear vertical or circular polari- 
zation have been omitted.) Digitized quadrature 
video signals pass through four parallel clutter 
filters: one all-pass and three notch type. The 
filters are designed to remove scan-modulated 
clutter that has an intensity ranging from 12 dB 
to 49 dB. For that range of clutter intensity, the 
block-staggered PRF of the ASR-9 provides for 
the processing of 8 or 10 pulses to produce filters 
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Fig. 1 1 -Block diagram of the ASR-9 weatherprocessor, whose output is 
a narrowband data stream capable of transmissions via telephone lines. 

Smoothing 
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that have rejection bands centered on zero and 
falling between 2 m/s and 7 m/s. To choose the 
least-attenuating filter for each cell, the weather 
processor uses both the echo-intensity and 
ground-clutter map data. The all-pass filter is 
selected for clutter-fi-ee regions or for regions of 
high-level weather intensity. 

The weather processor then subjects the 
filtered output from each cell to thresholds 
that are referenced to the six National Weather 
Service (NWS) levels [13-151 of Table 2. The 
thresholds are adjusted to compensate for dif- 
ferent factors such as  range dependence, beam 
filling [ 1, 141, polarization, and high-low beam 
[14, 151. 

Rapid scanning of the radar antenna and/or 
fluctuations of the weather echoes can lead to 
noisy storm-intensity estimates for a single 
resolution cell. Therefore, the single-cell thresh- 
old crossings are smoothed over 1 nmi and the 
highest level of 8 of the 16 resolution cells is 
passed on for fbrther temporal and spatial 
smoothing. Six consecutive antenna scans are 
median filtered to provide temporal smoothing. 
Spatial smoothing is carried out on two levels. 
The first is carried over adjacent echo clusters; 
the second expands the weather contours 
slightly to ensure that small regions of intense 
reflectivity will not be obscured on the control- 
ler's display. 

- 

The performance of the weather channel has 
undergone simulation analysis, emulation, and 
in situ validation. The simulation analysis by 
M.E. Weber [ 131 showed that under a variety of 
meteorological conditions, the weather channel 
provides accurate representation of the NWS 
level. In addition, Weber demonstrated that the 
broad range of intensities encompassed by each 
of the six levels would lead to an accuracy of 
most of the estimates to within one NWS level. 

The emulation facility (FL-3) developed for 
the investigation of wind shear [16] was used 
to acquire time-series data that were processed 
by the algorithms described above. When the 
weather channel of the first ASR-9 was checked 
against observations made by both the emula- 
tion-facility radar and a pencil-beam Doppler 
weather radar, we found that the channel pro- 
vided appropriate representations of storm in- 
tensity for a variety of storms. 

Figure 12, a time-lapse plot of data generated 
by the ASR-9 weather channel, shows the pro- 
gression of a squall line. Five of the six NWS 
levels occurred in the storm. 

The ASR-9 weather data appear on the air 
traffic controller's display in either a discrete 
(Fig. 13[a]) or summation (Fig. 13[b]) mode. Both 
modes and ASR-9's six-level-selection features 
provide air trafl3c controllers with accurate and 
timely weather information that can be used to 
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subclutter visibility is often more of a problem 
than a benefit in controlling the false-alarm rate. 
A striking example of this effect occurs when 
automobiles and other ground traffic are pres- 

Fig. 13-ASR-9 weather reports as displayed by the Auto- 
mated Radar Terminal System (ARTS). An air traffic con- 
troller can select either the (top) discrete or (bottom) sum- 
mation mode to obtain a comprehensive plan view of the 
weather situation. 

ed pulse-repetition interval in order to eliminate 
the clutter. An extended clutter map will aid the 
selection of the appropriate signaling strategy. 

Vehicular Traflc 

The ASR-9 radar has a subclutter visibility of 
about 45 dB; i.e.. the radar can detect a moving 
target with an amplitude about 45 dB less than 
the amplitude of the ground clutter returns in 
the same range-azimuth cell. However, high 

Fig. 14-(top) Tracks of range-ambiguous aircraft detected 
with constant-pulse-repetition-frequency (PRF) blocks. 
The magenta markings indicate targets that have been 
detected in only one of the two radar PRFs. Most of these 
targets are false alarms caused by echoes received from 
aircraft atgreater than the 60-nmi instrumented range of the 
radar. (bottom) The range-ambiguous echoes have been 
eliminated with microstagger. 
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ent. When roads are visible, air traffic control- 
lers using current radars are aware that some 
target reports may result from ground vehicles. 
Between the limited subclutter visibility of cur- 
rent radars and the lack of automated target 
detection and tracking, these returns are usu- 
ally considered to be relatively minor annoy- 
ances rather than a significant limitation on 
system performance. In the case of new high- 
performance radars, the situation becomes 
more critical. 

The increased subclutter visibility of the 
ASR-9 leads to the detection of surface vehicles 
within the line of sight of the radar. In fact, one 
aspect of most of the class of false alarms 
uncovered by the new signal processing technol- 
ogy is that, with the exception of bird-target 
reports, the false alarms are produced by scat- 
terers on the ground. The presence of bird 
reports can be identified through the careful 

Fig. 15-A five-scan plot of the short-range-detection and 
false-alarm-rate performance of ASR-9 in Huntsville, Ala. 
This plotshows on an expanded range scale the same data 
as the first five scans of Fig. 10. (Targets detected by both 
ASR-9 andA TCRBS are plotted in green, targets detected 
only by ASR-9 are shown in chartreuse, and targets de- 
tected only by A TCRBS are depicted in orange.) In ASR-9, 
false alarms are removed with interference detection, fixed 
site-dependent censoring maps, adaptive amplitude 
thresholding, and scan-to-scan correlation. 

Fig. 16-A simulation of the false-alarm environment at 
Huntsville, Ala., for the same period as Fig. 15. This 
simulation was performed with data taken by the Lincoln 
Laboratory FL-3 test radar, whose site was about 0.5 nmi 
from the ASR-9. The use of the FL-3 data allows a depiction 
of the expected false-alarm rate without automatic false- 
alarm removal techniques. 

assessment of target-amplitude statistics. 
However, this technique is not effective against 
ground targets such as trucks that elicit target 
reports that have both amplitudes and Doppler 
frequencies comparable to those of aircraft. 

To date, MTD-I1 and the ASR-9 algorithms 
have been capable in controlling false a l m s  
due to ground traffic (Fig. 15). Before the data of 
Fig. 15 were subjected to postprocessing, there 
were more than 100 false reports per scan. The 
false reports were removed with a site-specific 
map, which contained information about visible 
roads. 

Figure 16 is a reproduction of the results of an 
ASR signal processor simulation. (The data are 
taken fi-om wind-shear experiments with the 
Lincoln Laboratory FL-3 radar [17], which is a 
modified ASR-8 radar used for the development 
of ASR signal processing algorithms.) We pro- 
cessed the recorded time-series data to simulate 
the performance of an MTD-like processor in the 
same environment and time period as the con- 
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ditions under which the ASR-9 data shown in 
Fig. 15 were collected. (To highlight the vehicu- 
lar traffic, we used only the first 20 nmi of 
the data.) Fig. 16 exhibits a large number of 
false-target reports, many of which come from 
automobile and truck traffic. In the ASR-9 plot 
(Fig. 15), these reports were removed at the 
signal processor level by a site-dependent tar- 
get-censoring map that was carefully hand 
compiled to screen those roads which are visible 
to the radar. 

We should point out that Huntsville is far 
from an extreme case with respect to vehicular 
traffic. Hence this technique will be further 
tested as ASR-9 installations proceed at other 
airports. Whether the use of target-censoring 
maps will prove acceptable at all sites remains 
questionable. The possibility exists that at some 
sites important aircraft-coverage regions might 
occur over dense ground-traffic areas. This situ- 
ation would prevent the simultaneous achieve- 
ment of both a very low false-alarm rate and an 
acceptable probability of detection. 

Thus it is desirable to deal with the problem 
of automobile traffic in a more fundamental way. 
One approach under evaluation is the addition 
of a single-target height-measurement capa- 
bility to the radar. This approach places tar- 
gets that are due to ground-based returns into 
elevation-angle classes that can be suppressed 
without any degradation to the aircraft- 
detection ability of the system. 

In Huntsville we began to explore the use of 
elevation angles to differentiate between 
ground-based and airborne targets. We investi- 
gated whether a vertical interferometer consist- 
ing of two radar receiving feed horns could 
accurately measure the elevation angles. 

The ASR-8 and ASR-9 radars have two feed 
horns mounted on rotating antennas. The feed 
horn associated with the lower beam is always 
used to transmit, and either of the two feeds can 
be used for reception. In normal operation the 
receiver is simply range switched between the 
two horns. The higher-beam horn is used at 
shorter ranges to provide about 12 db of addi- 
tional ground-clutter rejection. The lower-beam 
horn is used at longer ranges (i.e., at ranges 
greater than about 12 nmi) in which the low- 

angle coverage is more important. 
In contrast to the configuration used in the 

ASR-8 and ASR-9, the FL-3 radar has two sepa- 
rate receiver chains and can thus record video 
simultaneously from both antenna feeds. The 
simultaneous signals can be used to deter- 
mine a target's elevation in the following way. 
By considering the complex cross-spectrum 
of the two time series, we can take the cross- 
spectral phase at a particular frequency to be 
representative of the elevation of a target 
at that frequency, even in the presence of 
ground clutter or other targets with different 
velocities. 

Figure 17 shows an example of the vertical- 
amplitude and phase-pattern measurements of 
the ASR-9 antenna. As might be expected, the 
relationship between the differential phase 
value and the elevation angle of the scatterer is 
generally monotonic. The slope of the differen- 
tial phase curve is steepest at low elevation 
angles, and since the height-assignment accu- 
racy of such a processor increases with increas- 
ing phase slope, the antenna should be capable 
of making accurate elevation-angle measure- 
ments of objects near the ground. For high 
signal-to-noise targets (20 to 30 dB) with the 
ASR-9 antenna, this accuracy should be better 
than f 0. lo at low elevation angles. 

The vertical-interferometer approach is 
basically a vertical-phase monopulse system. 
Consequently, the approach shares many of the 
drawbacks common to such systems-in par- 
ticular, problems with the phase stability of 
such RF hardware as waveguides and rotary 
joints. 

On the other hand, an important advantage of 
the vertical-interferometer approach is that it 
provides a means of identifying the received 
signal from the ground clutter itself. As the radar 
components drift slowly in time, the ground- 
clutter signal supplies a reference phase at  each 
range and azimuth that can be tracked. This 
dynamic approach to obtaining a reference 
phase is also useful since it automatically ac- 
counts for variations in ground topography 
around the radar (Fig. 18). 

We can design a radar processor so that its 
algorithms for signal processor thresholding 
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Fig. I 7-Vertical amplitude and phase pattern of a production ASR-9 antenna. (The data 
were measured by Westinghouse Electric Corp. under contract to the FAA.) 

select only those range-azimuth-Doppler 
threshold crossings which have a dual-beam 
cross-spectral phase that is not within some 
error tolerance of the local ground-return phase. 
Figure 19 shows an example of the simulation of 
such a processor from the FL-3 data set. The 
target plot demonstrates a greater than 90% 
reduction of false targets while it preserves the 
detection of nearly all of the genuine aircraft 
returns. 

The results of the simulation demonstrate 
that with some increase in RF and signal pro- 
cessing complexity, vehicular traWic can be 
automatically eliminated with far less site-spe- 
cific knowledge than was required by the 
ground-clutter-map method. The technique can 
also be extended to zero Doppler velocity in 
which, in superclutter conditions, the target 
signal is stronger than the clutter signal. Under 
these circumstances, the vertical-interfero- 
meter technique can provide better visibility 
than the zero-Doppler temporal CFAR thresh- 
olding currently employed. 

Although the discussion in this article has 
concentrated on false alarms due to ground ve- 
hicles, the same processing strategy can poten- 
tially be used to remove false reports that result 
from finite-velocity clutter such as windblown 
vegetation. 

Summary 

MTD and its implementation in the produc- 
tion ASR-9 represent a significant advance in 

Fig. 18-A plot showing the apparent elevation angle of 
visible ground clutter as computed from the phase mea- 
sured by the two vertical beams that were used as an 
interferometer. In this plot, the phase increases from the 
relatively large depression angle near the 604 FL-3 tower 
(note the blue colors) to higher elevation angles (shown in 
yellow) at longer ranges. The cross-spectral phase ranges 
from O0 (indicated by blue) to 100" (indicated by yellow). 
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Fig. 19-Output of the FL-3-based ASR emulation system. 
(The data are from Fig. 16.) Note that false alarms due to 
interference by other radars (chartreuse), bird echoes 
(red), and ground vehicular traffic (orange) have been de- 
tected. Bird echoes are removed with area thresholding. 
Clutter resulting from surface vehicular traffic is removed 
with a phase-derived height estimate. Targets that survive 
all of the false-alarm tests are shown in green. 

the surveillance of aircraft and weather that is 
required to support the automation of air traffic 
control. The low false-alarm rate of MTD's air- 
craft-detection algorithm can be improved h r -  
ther by adding the elevation-angle discriminant 
to reject ground traffic. A wind-shear detection 
capability that could also be incorporated to 
provide an at-the-airport measurement of haz- 
ardous radial wind fields is an additional topic of 
current investigation. In summary, the MTD 
and its enhancements will effectively serve in the 
future a s  the processing architecture for 
mechanically scanning airport primary radars. 
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